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CHEST: How A Single
Tableau License Transformed
An Association Into A
Data-Driven Organization
“ICIMO was the onramp onto the highway of self-service
analytics using the Tableau platform.”
- COLE GROVER, DATA GOVERNANCE MANAGER

The American College of Chest Physicians (CHEST) is a global
leader in advancing best patient outcomes through innovative
chest medicine education, clinical research, and team-based care.
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to distribute through email and Tableau Reader.
In January 2020 Icimo was acquired by Cherry Bekaert.

With key insights into customer segments, registration
behavior, and historical trends shared throughout the
organization, Mr. Grover and the executive team experienced
first-hand the power of data and the sheer potential of further
leveraging and sharing their data.
Realizing the importance of maintaining momentum in their
analytics journey, CHEST purchased Tableau Server. Continuing
to partner with Icimo Analytics, the team identified critical
data sources and further developed dashboards that would
evaluate progress on faculty selections, customer and product
engagements and comprehensive organizational goals. The
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Tableau users. All staff are familiar with how to leverage Tableau
Server, and CHEST continues to make daily progress on their
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